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In connection with the production of cut sheets 
in the paper making industry it is customary at 
present to take the machine Web to the cutter to 
be cut into sheets of the required size which 
subsequently have to be sorted to enable defec 
tive sheets to be rejected when the remainder 
are counted and ?nally wrapped. Whilst it has 
been possible to conduct certain of these opera 
tions such as the slitting and the cross cutting 
of the web with the aid of machinery the remain 
ing operations have had to be performed by man 

' ual labour and have in consequence tended to re 
tard production. . 
The present invention has for its object to pro 

vide an improved method and means for cutting 
a continuous web into sheet form and for simul— 
taneously rejecing defective sheets and if desired 
at the same time counting the sheets approved 
as sound. 
According to the improved method constitut- ‘ 

ing this invention the material is examined for 
defects while still in the web and moving towards 
the cutting point in a sheet cutting machine, and 
a sheet de?ecting device is provided which by the 
operation of means under the control of the opL 
erative inspecting the web can'be projected into 
the path of any one of the detached sheets with 
an appropriate time lag to allow for the travel of 
the paper from the scanning position where ex 
amination for defects occurs to the point where 

, the de?ector intervenes for the purpose of remov 
ing to a “reject” pile the sheets containing the 
defect. This invention therefore also consists in 
providing for use with a sheet cutting machine 
certain attachments including a movable de?ec- ;~ 
tor adapted when required to project into the 
path of the cut sheets for the purpose of direct- ' 
ing certain selected sheets to a reject container, 
a scanning table over, which passes the continu 
ous web travelling towards the cutter, indicating 
means adapted to denote the position relatively 
to the web severing cuts to be made of any de 
fect observed in ‘the web and a hand operated 
control device which when manipulated will cause 
the deflector to be actuated with a time lag .ap 
propriate to the travel of the paper from the 
scanning device to the deflector. In cases where 
the machine is furnished with a ‘mechanical 
counting device for counting the sheets delivered 
by the cutting machine means may be provided 
for subtracting one from the counter reading on 
each occasion a defective sheet is diverted to the 
reject container by the action of the deflector. 
To enable the invention to be better under 

stood reference will now be had to the accom~ 
panying drawings wherein an improved sheet cut 
ting, sorting and counting machine is illustrated 
schematically by way of example. 

In these drawings 
Figures 1 and la show in perspective that part 

of the machine embodying the supply roll and the 
scanning table. ' 

Figures 2 and 2*‘ show in perspective that part 
of the machine wherein the web is cut into sheets 

i and the sorting and counting of the sheets occurs. 
Figures 3 and 4 are perspective views of details 

‘ embodied in the machine. 

the height of the pile of sheets progresses. 
in order to provide for the sorting of the sheets _' 

Referring now to the machine shown generally 
in Figures 1 and 2 it will be seen that a continu 
ous web of paper a unwound from a supply roll 
I by the action of suitable draw rolls, one of 
which appears at b, is at regular intervals cut 
across into sheets by a rotating transverse cut 
ting knife-3|, and the severed sheets so formed 
are conveyed by endless tapes 2'! to a platform or 
table 25 which may be lowered automatically as 

Now 

in accordance with this invention, there is fur 
‘ nished. adjacent‘ the delivery end of the machine 
a supplementary platform or table 24 adapted to 
receive rejected or faulty sheets and a movable 
deflector device 22 is furnished which when pro 
jected into the path of a sheet coming from the 
tapes 2‘! will divert it to a further set of conveyor 
tapes 23 serving to convey the defective sheet to 
the reject platform or table 24. Under normal 
circumstances this deflector device remains inop 
erative and the cut sheets pass directly to the 
pile on the platform 25, but it can be brought into 
the path of any selected‘ sheet for the purpose 
of diverting the latter to the “reject” pile on the 
platform 24 by the manipulation of a device un 
der the control of the operative scanning the web 
for defects. 
On the supply side of the machine (see Figure 

1) where the continuous web a from the supply 
reel l is led over and under guide rolls 2, 3 and 
4 on its way towards the cutting knife 3|, there 
is provided a scanning table 0 for the purpose of 
facilitating the detection of defects. This scan 
ning table may conveniently consist of a sheet of 
frosted or opalescent glass illuminated from be 
neath as by a number of electric lamps d so that 
it will cause defects occurring in the paper web 
a passing over the table 0 to be thrown into great 
er prominence. This scanning table should have 
a width at least as great as that of the web to 
be cut and a length which is preferably not less 
than that of the largest sheet to be cut. 
Now since the paper web a (passing over the 

' scanning table gives no indication of the points 

60 

where severance will occur means must be pro 
vided to denote to the operator examining the 
web the proper instant for operating the control 
device for bringing the sheet de?ector 22 into 
position for rejecting a sheet. With this end in 
view therefore one or more moving markers co 
acting with a stationary marker are provided for 
indicating arti?cially the points where severance 
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of the web will occur and consequently the par 
ticular sheet in which any defect observed will 
exist when cutting has been effected. The sta 
tionary marker may consist of a wire 5 held taut 
transversely over the web or a dark line made 
across the scanning table might sui?ce while the 
moving marker or markers may consist of taut 

‘wires, such as 6, extending transversely of the 
underside of the web said wires being carried 
between two endless chains 1, ‘IA operating in 
unison and at such a speed as to ensure that each 
occasion the movable and stationary markers 
come into alignment there will exist between said 
markers and the cutting knife 3| a length of the 
web material which is a multiple of the length 
of the unit sheets being cut. To assist adjust 
ments of the machine being made to suit the cut 
ting of larger or smaller sheets there may be pro 
vided intermediate the scanning table and the 
cutting knives a movable roll such as the guide 
roll 4 about which the web is passed in a loop 
or bight the length of which can be varied to 
adapt the machine to any size of sheet to be cut. 
Similarly means may be provided for varying the 
speed of travel of the movable markers in adapt 
ing the machine to cut longer or shorter sheets. 
Assuming as in the case under consideration 

the stationary marker 5 is situated intermediate 
the ends of the scanning table and that when the 
moving and stationary markers come into align 
ment they denote a line on which severance of 
the web will occur it follows that at the instant 
when the markers align the operator examining 
the web for defects will then be observing the 
trailing portion of one sheet to be and the lead 
ing portion of the following'sheet to be. Further 
more since it is at or about the moment when the 
markers align that the operator actuates, if nec 
essary, the control means bringing the rejector 
into action with an appropriate time lag, there 
are provided two such control elements, one or 
the other or both of which may be actuated ac 
cording to whether a defect is observed before or 
behind or defects are observed simultaneously 
both before and behind the line of the markers. 
Any suitable means may be employed for control 
ling the mechanism. Such control may be in the 

- nature of electric press buttons A and B shown 
in Figure 1. 
In the constructional arrangement herein illus 

trated, the control means comprises a number 
of trip levers l0 mounted at regular intervals upon 
an endless traveller such as the endless chain I l, 
the spacing of these and the rate of travel of the 
chain being such that the trip levers pass a given 
point with the same frequency as that at which 
the sheets are cut. The trip levers ID in the 
course of their travel pass two displaceable abut 
ments which are normally clear of the path of 
said levers. These abutments are spaced apart 
by the same amount as two adjacent trip levers 
on the chain and’ each is directly or indirectly 
actuated by one of the two press buttons A and B 
or other suitable control elements. Thus where 
electric press buttons are used as initial control 
elements they may cause a current to ?ow in one 
or another of two solenoids 8, 81. This will bring 
about a movement of one ‘of the corresponding 
abutments 9 or 91 by attracting the armature 8a 
of the magnet which is pivoted at 8b and in 
tegrally connected with the abutment as shown, 
throwing the abutment into the path of the ap 
proaching trip lever ID, which is thus displaced 
from its normal position. At a further point in 
the travel of the trip lever i0 corresponding to 75 
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the movement of the paper web from the scan 
ning table to the cutting knife 3|, the lever passes 
a switch element l2 which is operated only if 
the passing trip lever is in the displaced condi 
tion, such switch causing in turn the energizing 
of a further solenoid i5 (see Figure 2) controlling 
the operation of the sheet rejecting device 22. 
The switch element i2 is preferably made ad 
justable with reference to guide rails i3 on which 
it is supported in order that a suitable timing of 
the mechanism in relation to the size of the sheet 
being cut may be arranged. After passing the 
active switch element l2 the trip lever approaches 
a re-setting abutment M which serves to restore 
it to a normal or neutral position as well as any 
other displaced trip levers which have acted upon 
the switch. 7 

Now since it is practically essential to have the 
sheet rejecting device 22 accurately timed with 
respect to the travel of the sheets conveyed from 
the cutter it is convenient to provide for its oper 
ation by a cam l9 rotating in unison with the 
cutting knives. A cam lever l8 associated with 
this cam I9 is 
link 20 and lever 2| with the sheet rejecting ele 
ment 22 but these parts are normally held in an 
inoperative position by a latch element I‘! which 

the cam lever by the 
plunger I6 of the further solenoid‘ I5 above men 
tioned thereby freeing the cam lever i8 and al 
lowing it under spring influence to follow the con 
tour of the cam I9 and cause the deflector 22 to 
be projected into the path of the cut sheets. In 
this connection it must be understood that the 
in?uence of the solenoid l5 upon the latch I1 
is of a temporary nature only so that when the 
cam completes its turn and imparts its maximum 
“lift” to the lever the latch I‘! is again restored 
to a position for holding said lever l8 and the 
sheet de?ector 22 inoperative until the solenoid 
I 5 in?uencing the latch I‘! is again energised. 
If desired the trip levers may be arranged to 

co-act in turn with two di?‘erent switch elements 
such as l2 and l2X Figure l, the ?rst of which 
causes the further solenoid l5 to be energised and 
the second of which causes it to be de-energised 
or the trip lever may make a more or less pro 
longed connection with a single switch device 
which while closed causes the further solenoid 
Hi to remain energised. Any suitable mechani 
cal or electrical resetting device may be provided 
for restoringgthe trip levers to the normal posi 
tion after passing the switch or switches which 
they in?uence. 
Also the movable abutments 9, El1 employed for 

displacing the trip levers Ill arearranged, despite 
the instantaneous actuation of the operator's 
press buttons A and B, to remain in an active 
position at least until the next passing trip lever 
is displaced, there being provided also suitable 
means to restore to a normal and neutral position 
such abutments immediately after the displace 
ment of the trip levers is e?ected. As will be 
appreciated it‘is very convenient and also usual 
to furnish a sheet cutting machine with an auto 
matic counting device such as 30 which registers 
the number of cut sheets delivered. Where such 
a device is furnished it is proposed in accordance 
with this invention to drive said counter from the 
sheet cutting mechanism through the medium of 
a differential gear 32 one element of which is nor 
mally held stationary by a toothed sector 28 con 
nected with the sheet rejecting mechanism 22. 
The main drive to the counter is in this case re 
sponsive to all sheets coming from the cutter but 

operatively connected as by the‘ 



aersgosv 
' as'it is desired that the counter ‘shallregister 

accuratelyithe number of sound‘ sheets delivered, 
the toothed ‘sector v28 acting through'a ‘pinion Y29 
and ratchet driveis arranged tovsetizthetcounter 
30 back one .everyloccasionjthe sheet rejecting 
mechanism 22 comes into'operati‘on; @If desired 
theacounter may be arrangedt‘o sound a bell‘for 
other signal on the ‘deliverye'of a ream-‘or any 
other desired number of sound ‘sheets 'and'auto 
matic means may‘also be provided toinsert into 
the‘pile simultaneously aypaper 'sliporequ-ivalent 
markerto denote the‘ separate =reamfsiin- the pile. 
In operating this improved machine/the paper 

web a whilelrunning over the‘illuminated scan 
ning table 0 is kept under observationlby thefmai 
chine operative andlthevmotion 10f the‘ moving 
marker 6 in relation to the-?xed marker istalso 
observed so that when co-incidence' ‘ of these‘; two 
occurs one mother or‘bothyof the‘ control’ buttons 
A, and B may be actuated if at'that EinstantPany 
defect or defects shouldlbeinoted in that part or 
the web‘overlying the scannin‘gtable. -Thusl_a's-l 
suming a defectis observed" on that side'ofthe 
markers towards the ‘supply reel the» mutton-1A 
would be actuated‘ and‘ in consequence the sole‘ 
noid 8 'and movable abutmentlwill cause a- dis 
placement of the next passing trip lever.- On‘the 
other hand should a defect-be observed in the web 
on that side towards the cutter the f‘b‘utto'n'l B 
would be actuated causingl‘t‘heisolenoid Bland 
the abutment 91 to act upon the previous itrip 
lever of the series. Should'defects'be observed 
both in front and behind the-marker line both 
buttons would be pressed together withthe result 
that two adjacenttrip levers would be displaced‘; 
As has already been explained the motion of the 

I conveyor l I is regulated in relation to the speed of 
traverse of the webin such a way that by‘the 
time a portion of the web containing an observed 
defect reaches the cutter, the'relativ'e trip lever 
displaced by action of the operative will reachrthe 
switch element l2 and bring into performance-the 
sheet de?ecting device 22 just as the detached 
sheetapproaches the point where the ‘de?ector 
is situate. ‘This movement of the deflector not 
only causes the ejected sheetv to be conveyedlto 
the reject pile but at'the same time ‘the move: 
ment of the toothed -sector'28 by rotating‘ the pin; 
ion 29 and the differential gear 32 sets back by 
one the reading on the counting register 30.v '~ 
We claim: 1 > ' I 

1. An improved apparatus for cutti'ng'i a’ ton‘: 
tinuous web into sheet form and simultaneously 
separating defective sheets from sound1 sheets‘; 
comprising a sheet cutting machine, 'a ‘deflector 
device‘adapted on being actuated‘to divert to a 
reject pile a sheet coming from the cutter, a scan 
ning ‘table over which the web‘ passes before 
reaching the cutter point, means under the con 
trol of an operative whereby the de?ector de~ 
vice may be rendered active after a predeter 
mined lapse of time, said control means upon 
actuation causing the displacement of one of a 
series of elements carried upon an endless‘con'e 
veyor, said displaced element being arranged 
after traveling a suitable distance and time‘to 
transmit an impulse bringing into action the 
sheet de?ector device, and means for restoring to 
the normal or neutral position the displaced ele 
ments after the required impulse transmission 
has occurred. ’ 

2. Apparatus for cutting a continuous web into 
sheet form and separating defective sheets from 
perfect sheets; comprising a scanning means over 
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web,- a ?xed indicator adjacentlto theyweb and the 
scanningi mean‘ " movable indicator‘ vreg'z‘catedly 
moving 5in") the v"die ctio'n i-oftm'ovement ‘of the ‘web _ 

- indicator,’ the mechanism ‘ 'being ‘so ‘constructed 
andlarrang'ed that? pen movement of said indi 
cators; into‘a 5p e'de'terx'niiie’di relation‘ '~'th'ere will 
existf'b'etweengthei lica‘tors'i'ia‘ndl-‘the‘ cutter a 
lengthi-o'filw‘eb which is: a5‘r'n'ultiple“of the ‘length 
of the sheets being cut,’ and‘ manually ‘controlled 
mechanism w hluponl'ldperation when the tin 

' ' ‘ 'redeterniifiedrelation and‘th'e 

web‘Is'ho'ws'<defe'cts’ upon>either 's‘i'dejoFthe' indi 
cators‘, efiects'the' rejeetion'lo'f“ that sheet‘cut from 
the web'enahavmglnie defect‘therein’." *' " c3. nppamtus=> as" set“ forth” in?‘ claim 12 with 
meansmrwar‘ymg "the len’gth's'of? the sheet unit's. 
~ ‘4. Apparatus as set‘ forth in = claim 2 in'which 
said manually controlled mechanism comprises 
aIrserie'SPof ios'cilla'table‘irip members movable 
along,v a; ‘ prescribed 1' path,’ ' means“ for selectively 
throwing‘ the ‘tri‘p‘membersto an’ operative 'posi 
non, :a‘n' ' -' ‘electrically ‘actuated defective ' " sheet 
throw-01f 1 1means,‘i*and ‘a' " ‘control switch ‘for said 
throw-‘off \means arranged'~fto ‘ be‘ erased ' by an 
operative’itrip m'embe‘r‘following» the detection of 
adefect'initheiweb sheet: ‘ ‘ ' ' 

5.¢*Apparatus for cutting a“? continuous vweb 
into sheet’ ‘form? 'and- separating > defective‘ sheets 
from “perfectf“sheets;-v ‘comprising means for 
c'utting‘the web into sheet units; means for car 
rying‘ the sheet units‘ ‘away from the cutting 
means,lmeans_ v‘forvreceiving the sheet units from 
the carrierimeansya defective ‘sheet carry-off 
means leadingv'from "said carrier means, and a 
shiftable defective sheet diverting means adapt 
ed to ‘be moved into‘a position to divert a defec 

> tive sheet to the defective ‘sheet carry-off means. 
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which the web passes, a cutting means for the 75 

6. Apparatusi'for cutting a continuous web into 
sheet-form and separating defective sheets from 
perfect ~sheets; comprising means for cutting 
the webiinto shee?units, a sheet unit receiving 
conveyor leading‘ from 'the cutting means, ‘a 
sheet unit receiver’ at‘the discharge‘end of the 
conveyor, a rocking frame at the said discharge 
end of [the conveyor having a rotatable bar ex 
tendingtransverselyjof the conveyor and be 
neatfrwh‘ichlthe sheet'units' are delivered to the 
receiver, saidb‘arl'forming' one end roller of a 
defective" sheet'lcarry-o'ff conveyor,‘ vv‘and means . 
fOnrockin‘g' said framein a direction to lower 
the“e"n‘d?“o'f'the*carryjo?’conveyor to a position 
with respect toj'the'?rst‘ conveyor to receive a 
defective Esheet'from the'?rst ‘conveyor and carry 
thesame 'awayj'fromithe sheet receiver; ‘ 

‘ 7;; ‘Apparatus5 for’ cutting‘ a continuous web 
into sheet"-form'~"'an‘d separating the defective 
sheets irom'perfect'sheets; comprising a scan 
ning means‘ov'er 'which‘the web passes, means 
for'cuttingthe web after the same’ passes the 
sca'nning'means, a ?xed‘rrlarker adjacent to the. 
web' and‘ to the central‘ ‘part "of' the scanning 
meanss,‘~a m'ovablemarker supported for con 
tinuous ‘repeated/movement in the direction‘ of ' 
movement or the’ web ‘and'throug’h' a distance‘ 
substantially equaling the‘ length‘ of the scanning 
means over which the web passes, the‘ apparatus 
being ‘so constructed 'and' arranged that upon 
movement ofi said movable indicator into a pre 
determined relation with the ?xed indicator 
there will exist between the‘ indicators and the 
cutter a length of web which is a multiple of 
the length of the sheet being cut, an electrically 
actuated throw-off means for defect bearing 
sheet units and following said cutter, an endless 
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belt disposed adjacent to the scanner and. carry 
ing a plurality of spaced oscillatable trip mem 
bers. one run of said belt moving in the direction 
of movement of the web, manually controlled 
means adjacent the said one run of the belt for 
effecting the selective tripping of said trip mem— 
bers, an electric circuit controlling switch adja 
cent to the other run of said belt and controlling 
the operation of said throw-off means, said 
switch being arranged to be closed by a tripped 
trip member. and said switch being so disposed 
with respect to said manually controlled means 
that the time lag between actuation of the man 
ually controlled means and the closing of the 
switch by the tripped member is sufficient for 
movement of an observed web defect from the 
markers pass the cutter whereby the defect will 
be contained in a sheet unit and ejected by the 
throw-out means. 

8. Apparatus as set forth in claim 7 including 
a. vertically adjustable idler roller over which 
the web passes between the marker and the cut 
ter. said idler roller by vertical adjustment facili 
tating varying the length of the sheet units. 

9. An improved apparatus for cutting a con 
tinuous web into sheet form and simultaneously 
separatingr defective sheets from the sound 
sheets, comprising a sheet cutting machine, a 
de?ector device. adapted on being actuated to 
divert to a reject pile a sheet coming from the 
cutter. a scanning table over which the web 
passes before reaching the cutter point. means 
under the control of an operative whereby the 
deflector device may be rendered active after 
a predetermined lapse of time. and said scanning 
table being translucent and furnished with il 
luminaiiug meansadapted to throw into greater 
prominence any defects appearing in that part 
of the web overlying the scanning table. 

10. An improved apparatus for cutting a con 
tinuous web into sheet form and simultaneously 
separating defective sheets from the sound sheets. 
comprising a sheet cutting machine, a de?ector 
device adapted on being actuated to divert to a 
reject pile a sheet coming from the cutter, a 
scanning table over which the web passes before 
reaching the cutter point. means under the con 
trol of an operative whereby the de?ector device 
may be rendered active after a predetermined 
lapse of time, and means to indicate the times 
appropriate for actuating the control means 
bringing the de?ector into an active condition. a 

11. An improved apparatus for cutting a con- 
tinuous web into sheet form and simultaneously 
separating defective sheets from the sound 
sheets. comprising a sheet cutting machine, a 
deflector device adapted on being actuated to 
divert to a reject pile a sheet coming from the 
cutter. a scanning table over which the web 
passes before reaching the cutter point, means 
under the control of an operative whereby the 
deflector device may be rendered active after a 
predetermined lapse of time. and ?xed and mov 
ing marker devices. arranged for use in con‘func 
tion with the scanning table, which by coinciding 
at intervals denote the proper instant for the 
actuation of the control means. 

12. An improved apparatus for cutting a con 
tinuous \veb into sheet form and simultaneously 
separating defective sheets from the sound 
sheets. comprising a sheet cutting machine, a 
deflector device adapted on being actuated to 
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divert to a reject pile a sheet coming from the ' 
cutter, a scanning table over which the web 
passes before reaching the cutter point, means 
under the control of an operative whereby the 
de?ector device may be rendered active after a 
predetermined lapse of time, an endless conveyor, 
and a series of displaceable elements carried by 
the conveyor, actuation of the control means 
causing displacement of one of said elements. 
the said displaced element being adapted after 
traveling a suitable distance and time to trans 
mit an impulse bringing into action the sheet 
deflector device. 4 

13. An improved apparatus for cutting a con 
tinuous web into sheet form and simultaneously 
separating defective sheets from the sound 
sheets, comprising a sheet cuttingr machine, a 
de?ector device adapted on being actuated to 
divert to a- reject pile a sheet coming from the 
cutter, a scanning table over which the web 
passes before reaching the cutter point. means 
under the control of an operative whereby the 
de?ector device may be rendered active after a 
predetermined lapse of time, and two separate 
control devices for the apparatus as and for the 
purpose herein described. 

14. An improved apparatus for cutting a con 
tinuous web into sheet form and simultaneously 
separating defective sheets from the sound 
sheets, comprising a sheet cutting machine, a 
de?ector device adapted on being actuated to 
divert to a reject pile a sheet coming from the 
cutter, a scanning table over which the web 
passes before reaching the cutter point, means 
under the control of an operative whereby the 
de?ector device may be rendered active after a 
predetermined lapse of time, a member sensitive 
to impulses derived from the control means, and 
the said sheet de?ector device being normally 
retained in an inoperative condition by said 
member. ‘ 

15. An improved apparatus for cutting a con 
tinuous web into sheet form and simultaneously 
separating defective sheets from the sound 
sheets, comprising a sheet- cutting machine, a 
de?ector device adapted on being actuated to 
divert to a reject pile a sheet coming from the 
cutter, a scanning'table over which the web 
passes before reaching the cutter point. means 
under the control of an operative whereby the 
de?ector device um; be rendered active after a 
predetermined lapse of time, and an intermit 
tently acting drive mechanism timed in synchro 
nism with the cutie:- iar bringing the sheet de 
?ector into an operative condition. 

16. An improved apparatus for cutting a con 
tinuous web int-o , form and simultaneously 
separating defective sheets‘ from the sound 
sheets. comprising‘ sheet cutting machine. a 
de?ector device adapted on being actuated to 
divert to a reject pile a sheet coming from the 
cutter, a scanning table over which the web 
passes before reaching the cutter pOil‘ll. means 
under the control of an operative whereby the 
de?ector device may be rendered active after a 
predetermined‘ lapse of time. and a counting 
register driven from the sheet cutting mecha 
nism and provided with means for correcting the 
reading of the counter on occasions when defec 
tive sheets are delivered. 
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